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We tested the effects of various policy rules on retailer behavior in laboratory experiments
conducted at Hewlett-Packard Laboratories. Our experimental designmodels themultifaceted
contemporary market for consumer computer products and is quite complex, but we found
that participants can make effective decisions and that their behavior is sensitive to variations
in policies. Based on our results, Hewlett-Packard changed its policies; for example, it made
the consequences for violations forward looking as well as backward looking. This line of
research appears promising for complex industrial environments.
(Industries: computer-electronic. Economics: experimental.)

M anufacturers operating in the contemporary
market for technology products face a daunting

task in designing effective incentives for their retailers.
Channels of distribution are diverse, with new chan-
nels emerging, and demand fluctuations, market ex-
posure, advertising, stocking, and product life-cycles
are uncertain. The behavior of retailers is a critical ele-
ment in whether a manufacturer achieves its business
goals.
Ideally, a firm would like to have a test market to

determine the effects of changing its policies toward
its retailers, since blindly adopting new policies in
billion-dollar markets may be less than optimal. How-
ever, test markets may not be feasible in a technology
market without geographic moorings; at best, testmar-
kets are expensive. While computer simulations are
useful, their applicability depends on assumptions
about the decisions human agents make in the field.
An alternative testing method is to model retailers’
choices in laboratory experiments. Economics experi-
ments are often used in academic research to test po-
lices; they can also be applied to business.

Such experiments have been used to examine be-
havior in laboratory market contexts since the publi-
cation of the seminal works of Edward Chamberlin
(1948) and Vernon Smith (1962, 1964). Strong indica-
tions of external validity (applicability to the field en-
vironment) exist for behavior observed in laboratory
markets, even when the environment is highly com-
plex. For example, Vernon Smith and Charles Plott
(Plott 2002, McCabe et al. 1990) pioneered smart mar-
kets to examine complex interdependent environ-
ments. In a smart market, a computerized dispatch
center applies optimizing algorithms to the diverse
and decentralized bids of buyers and the offers of
producers and transporters to yield prices and alloca-
tions. Smith and Plott found that experimentalmarkets
can produce repeatable and predictable results. Re-
searchers have used the methodology of experimental
economics to test alternative policies in such areas
as emissions trading, natural-gas pipelines, electric-
power-transmission networks, transportation, andwa-
ter distribution in California (Brewer and Plott 2002,
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Cason 1995, Cason and Plott 1996, McCabe et al. 1990,
1991, Plott 1997, 1999, Rassenti et al. 1994).
Hewlett-Packard Company (HP) has recognized the

potential of this methodology as a decision support
tool; Hewlett-Packard Laboratories (HP Labs), the re-
search arm of HP, began an experimental economics
program in 1994. The firm recognizes the importance
of both economic modeling and experimental methods
as tools to support business decisions. Its strategy is to
develop experimental models that closely mirror spe-
cific HP businesses and to then employ these models
to isolate and evaluate the effects of specific policies.
Throughout its six-year history, the HP experimen-

tal economics program has performed research andde-
veloped applications in several areas, including chan-
nel management, forecasting, and electronic markets.
Several HP divisions have recognized that experimen-
tal studies of the behavior of sales channels under dif-
ferent sets of contractual terms and business policies
can provide extremely useful information before they
implement such terms and policies in the field.
We developed an experimental application in the

channel-management area. We are doing additional
research, using game-theoretic analysis, on these issues
in collaboration with John Ledyard at the California
Institute of Technology. HP conducts much of its con-
sumer business through retail channels. The distribu-
tion channels for its products include national retailers,

HP Labs began an experimental
economics program in 1994.

regional retailers, mass merchant firms, clubs, and In-
ternet retailers. Each type of retailer may have its own
success metrics or business goals, which may or may
not be consistent with those of HP. For example, at the
time of our experimental sessions many observers felt
that Internet retailers were not concerned with current
profitability, as these retailers often sold to consumers
at or below cost in an attempt to increase their market
share. HP is concerned with the financial viability and
market share of its retailers, if only because they affect
its own market share and profitability.
HP uses policies to govern its relationship with its

retailers, for example, return policies, price-protection

policies that provide credit to the retailers correspond-
ing to manufacturers’ price fluctuations, and benefits
or penalties contingent on retailer compliance with a
minimum advertised-price (MAP) policy. To design ef-
fective policies consonant with its business objectives,
HP must understand the implications of these policies
on retailer behavior.
In this series of experiments, we studied the behav-

ior of retailers with respect to the common industry
practice of setting aminimum advertised price, a lower
bound on the price a retailer can advertise for a par-
ticular product. If a retailer complies with this direc-
tive, the manufacturer typically provides it with
market-development funds, which it can use to adver-
tise the manufacturer’s products. If it does not comply,
it usually faces penalties. Because thousands of prod-
ucts are involved, MAPs are usually not enforced by
legal contracts. Punishment can range from refusing to
ship a product to the retailer to eliminating or reducing
the amount of market development funds provided.
HP sets MAPs because it might lose market share if

retailers perceived that price competition for HP prod-
ucts was too intense. Yet it is not clear which form of
MAP (if any) is best and which enforcement policies
are effective. Thus, HPwants to knowwhat effect elim-
inating or modifying MAP policies would have on its
market share and its retailers’ profitability. An effec-
tive policy should also take into account such factors
as the short life cycle of products in this market. Be-
cause it is not feasible to isolate a test market of retail-
ers, the laboratory is an attractive alternative for in-
vestigating the impact of various policies. We
conducted laboratory experiments to investigate the
effects of various MAP policies on retailers’ behavior
and profitability, and on HP’s market share.

Business Constraints and Design
Limitations
We used the standard methodology of experimental
economics. We brought participants into a lab and as-
signed them roles as retailers. They interacted with
other retailers by setting prices, choosing advertising
expenditures, and receiving rewards and penalties as
specified by the extant policies. We gave them accurate
information about the game, and told them how their
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actual monetary rewards depended on their aggregate
performance over the course of the session. We pre-
served experimental anonymity with respect to roles
and payment, and we used no deception. Neverthe-
less, business-decision research differs from academic
research. First, the experimental design went through
a validation process, in which HP industry experts
played the experimental game and offered feedback.
Second, the business environment imposed constraints
in terms of experimental design, procedures, and
timetable.
HP Labs developed in-house experimental econom-

ics capabilities instead of relying on academic institu-
tions for consultants because business considerations
make such consultation impractical. Business decisions
must be made in a timely fashion, even if they are
made with less than perfect information. HP typically
develops its potential business in three to six months,
depending on the cycle of contract and policy deci-
sions. Thus, we often design our experiments in the
expectation that redesign and repetitions are unlikely,
except in the most critical situations. Academic re-
searchers generally want to establish statistical signif-
icance, necessitating replications and increasing the
turnaround time.
Also, in industrial settings, it may be that no trac-

table theory on the research questions of interest exists,
and time may prohibit developing a theoretical model

We cannot vouch for the robustness
of the results.

that could point to specific issues to test. Because time
limitations meant we could not explore the parametric
space fully and because HP wished to preserve the
complexity of the field environment, we tried to in-
clude as many of its features (that is, stochastic supply,
demand, and delivery times, residual advertising ef-
fectiveness, and price reputation) as possible in the ex-
periment. Our experimental environment was there-
fore quite complex.
This design philosophy runs counter to standard ac-

ademic experimental practice, where researchers pre-
fer the simplest design that can encompass the mod-
eling issues at hand. As a result, we cannot vouch for

the robustness of the results. For example, if we ob-
serve some participants exploiting a policy in a certain
way, we have no idea whether this behavior is an equi-
librium strategy, a likely occurrence, or something that
will be eliminated in the long run. However, from a
business point of view, identifying such exploitation is
unquestionably useful, whether or not it is the optimal
strategy for a retailer. In effect, we are employing sub-
jects to find flaws in proposed policies.
An obvious disadvantage of combining a complex

design with a lack of repetition is our resulting inabil-
ity to identify cause and effect.We did not controlmost
of the many variables because of time pressure and
because management does not consider it a high pri-
ority. Academic researchers may not see this approach
as satisfactory; we cannot clearly attribute the findings
to specific variables, as many of these were being
changed simultaneously. Strictly speaking, from the
standpoint of statistical analysis, we have only one ob-
servation for each session.
Nonetheless, we felt this research strategy was the

most effective for obtaining the information requested
in the time allocated. HP was interested in the result
of changing a policy but was rather indifferent about
what caused the result. The data indicate that our re-
sults are consistent with real-world observations.

Experimental Design
In our laboratory market, we attempted to model the
natural setting for HP retailers. Each participant rep-
resented a retailer, while demand was computer-
simulated using a model. We had heterogeneous firms
interacting repeatedly in competing for consumer de-
mand for products differentiated by price and manu-
facturer. Retailers made decisions about stocking, ad-
vertising, and pricing. Each (simulated) consumer
considered the best price available when deciding
whether to buy a product but was only aware of the
products and prices to which it was exposed. A re-
tailer’s demand could also be sensitive to its reputation
for pricing, relative to other retailers.
Seven differentiated retailers interacted in each of

our sessions. They were intended to represent national
firms, PC Direct/Mail Order companies, mass mer-
chants, clubs, and Internet retailers. PC Direct com-
panies are ones that sell HP printers with their PCs.
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Each retailer chose a price for each product in each
period and competed for some percentage of the po-
tential market for the products. Most firms could in-
crease this percentage by advertising, although each
type of retailer had a maximum exposure percentage
and advertising yielded diminishing marginal returns.
Most retailers also had to make inventory decisions,
with the cost of holding excess inventory balanced
against a negative reputation if a retailer failed to meet
most of the demand for a product. The timing of de-
liveries to the retailers was stochastic.
We computer-simulated consumer demand using a

random utility multilevel logit model (Dubin 1998,
McFadden 1976) adapted to the HP environment by
Steven Gjerstad and Jason Shachat. This model treats
each product as a collection of attributes (such as price,
brand, retailer, speed, and memory). When assessing
a potential product choice, each consumer assigns a
different weight to the value of each attribute, and the
model adds these values together to determine that
consumer’s score for the product. The probability that
the consumer purchases a product increases with this
score, and the probability that any one product is se-
lected is the estimated market share of that product.

HP was interested in the result of
changing a policy but indifferent
about what caused the result.

The stochastic market size lies within a range known
to the retailers, who also receive a signal that further
limits this range at the beginning of a period.
Retailers can sell products offered by HP and by

competing manufacturers. These products vary by re-
tailer cost and by manufacturer policies on product re-
turns and advertising. We evaluate different retailers
using diverse measures that reflect the contemporary
business goals of the different categories of retailer.
These measures include various combinations of gross
profit, net income, revenue, and GMROII (GMROII is
based on the product of revenue and the ratio of gross
profit to total inventory value for the past four periods;
this is a common performance measure in this indus-
try). The model incorporates product obsolescence
through a life-cycle assumption—some products get

phased out and others take their place, with retailers
receiving notice five periods in advance.
Inventory control is a crucial aspect of the natural

retailer environment. Most retailers (although not all)
need to stock products to be able to sell them. How-
ever, it is usually costly to carry excess inventory. In
addition, while a retailer may place an order for prod-
ucts, the actual shipment date is uncertain. Further,
supplies may be short at any particular time. Retailers
must consider all of these factors when making stock-
ing decisions; a retailer who cannot meet existing de-
mand develops a negative reputation for service,
which negatively affects subsequent demand.
Finally, advertising clearly affects demand andmust

be considered, particularly because advertising policy
is the control variable in the experiment. A retailer has
someminimum level of market exposure evenwithout
any advertising. However, advertising increases mar-
ket exposure in a nonlinear fashion, until it saturates
the market for the retailer. While a firm may be free to
advertise any price it likes, violating manufacturer
mandates concerning minimum advertised price jeop-
ardizes the advertising funds potentially available
from the manufacturer. Manufacturers employ several
schemes to punish violations.
The natural market is very complex and even cha-

otic, with new types of retailers growing in impor-
tance. Planners within manufacturing firms must
somehow formulate policies that take important mar-
ketplace features into account without making deci-
sions so difficult that the results are arbitrary.

Experimental Procedure
We conducted our first set of sessions in September
1999. We used the insights obtained in September to
modify our design for our second set of sessions in
February 2000. (Detailed experimental instructions are
available upon request; we omit the fine detail of our
calibrations and models to protect intellectual
property.)
We recruited participants by sending an e-mail mes-

sage to Stanford University interest groups. Most of
our subjects turned out to be graduate students. Be-
cause of the complexity of the environment and the
need for participants to make several decisions each
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Retailer # Must stock? Can advertise? Minimum % market exposure Maximum % market exposure Evaluation method

1 yes yes 30 100 70% GMROII, 30% Net income
2 yes yes 30 100 Gross profit
3 yes yes 30 70 70% GMROII, 30% Net income
4 yes yes 30 70 70% GMROII, 30% Net income
5 yes yes 30 50 100% GMROII
6 yes no 40 40 70% GMROII, 30% Net income
7 no yes 10 30 Revenue

Table 1: In our September experiments, participants played the roles of seven very different types of retailers.
They differed in many aspects from their reach in the market (min/max percent market exposure) to whether
they stocked and held their own inventories (some retailers fulfilled orders through a third party and held no
inventory).

period, our initial sessionswere quite lengthy (wehave
now developed a design that facilitates much shorter
sessions).
In establishing pay rates for participants, we tried to

calibrate expected earnings to about $18 per hour (in-
cluding a show-up fee), and actual earnings ranged
from $10 to $25 per hour. However, we could notmake
any guarantees about pay, and the time requirement
made it rather difficult to fill the sessions. Participants
were paid a show-up fee of $25, and their remaining
earnings were based on their profitability. We used a
dollar conversion rate that varied by the type of
retailer.
The participant-retailers viewed information on a

series of six screens:
(1) The order screen offered them an opportunity to

make purchases and listed past-period pricing and
margins for each retailer, how much was spent on ad-
vertising for each product in the upcoming period, and
inventory and ordering information.
(2) The advertising screen again presented pricing

and inventory information and also stated the amount
available for advertising. Participants chose advertis-
ing expenditure for each product. Advertisements ran
four periods after the space was reserved, although the
retailer chose the advertised price in the period that
the advertisement appeared. There was a two-period
lag between the choice of advertising expenditures and
the appearance of the advertisement (except for retailer
7, who had no lag). Retailers could advertise only with
the advertising funds provided in an initial endow-
ment and later supplemented by manufacturer funds
based on product purchases.

(3) Retailers chose selling prices (these were also the
advertised prices for that period) on the pricing screen,
which again listed pricing and inventory information
and also indicated any pricing restrictions. There were
no restrictions on the price per se; if no advertisement
appeared for a product in a period, no MAP violation
would occur, regardless of the selling price.
(4) The price-control-and-ad screen showed the ad-

vertising funds earned from the shipments received in
that period, the amount lost in that period because of
a MAP violation, and the number of periods remaining
in the MAP penalty.
(5) The supply, demand, and return screen showed

the retailer’s demand for each product for the period.
If units had been ordered but supply was rationed, this
was indicated. If a stock-out penalty (for servicing less
than 50 percent of the experienced demand) was in
force, this was indicated, along with the number of pe-
riods remaining for this penalty. Retailers could return
products, up to a limit of 6 percent of cumulative ship-
ments received. Because of the advertising lag, we did
not begin demand until period 5.
(6) The earnings summary screen evaluated the re-

tailer’s performance for that period and for the entire
session, using the appropriate metric.
Our markets had seven retailers of various types.

Sessions lasted about three hours. Each person was
seated at a computer in a carrel separated from others
by dividers so that participants could not observe oth-
ers’ decisions.
The retailers were very different (Table 1). For ex-

ample, a club retailer (Number 6) doesn’t advertise,
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while an Internet retailer (Number 7) has a small po-
tential market share, keeps no stock, and has only one
performance metric-revenue. We used various rates
for converting participants’ experimental earnings into
the actual dollars we paid them, reflecting the hetero-
geneity of types of retailers. We also differentiated
products with respect to cost and levels of demand.
This experimental setup was used to test several pen-
alty strategies (Table 2).
In the February experiments, we lengthened the ses-

sions to seven hours, including a two-hour training pe-
riod. We made a number of design changes; for ex-
ample, we restricted the number of products that
retailers could advertise in a period, we included a fac-
tor for historical price reputation, andwe slightlymod-
ified the performance measures for the retailers. We
had found that the penalties for MAP violations were
ineffective near the end of the experiments (or life cy-
cles) in the September sessions, and so we made them
partially retroactive in February (Table 3).
In the training segment of each session, we pre-

sented an overview of the experiment. We summa-
rized the mechanics involved in making choices and
the effects of these choices on retailer performance.We
also discussed stocking issues, service levels, pricing,
advertising and demand, advertising funds, and prod-
uct life cycles. With respect to product life cycles, we
told participants that we would replace two products
during the session and that we would notify them of
this change five periods in advance. We also described
the evaluation methods in some detail. We gave each
participant a chart that illustrated the sensitivity of his
or her own demand to advertising expenditures.
We also covered the MAP violation penalties, pro-

viding retailers with a chart of the penalties for each
product in that session. Possible penalties in the Sep-
tember sessions included pulling products (preventing
a retailer from receiving further shipments), suspend-
ing advertising funds for a number of periods, and
withdrawing advertising funds for the current period.
In one session, we linked all HP products, so that a
violation on one product triggered penalties on all. In
the February sessions, we based some penalties on net
shipment value and revenue.
After a question-and-answer period in each session,

participants played some practice rounds to further fa-
miliarize themselves with the mechanics involved in
the experiment. We answered individual questions
during this practice phase as well, and then we pro-
ceeded with the experiment (Table 4).
The simulation determined demand after the first

three decisions, and retailers chose their returns after
observing this demand. Each retailer made these four
decisions for each of eight products in each of seven to
11 periods: how many units to order, how much to
spend on advertising, what prices to charge, and how
many units to return to the manufacturer.

Results
In the September sessions, we used penalties that pri-
marily applied to future periods. We varied these pen-
alties for products 1 through 4, the control products.
We kept penalties for the remaining products constant
across treatments; for products 5 and 8, a violation
meant losing four periods of ad funds, while for prod-
ucts 6 and 7, a violation meant being fined the current
period’s ad expense.
Because we observed that forward-looking penalties

became less effective as we neared the end of each Sep-
tember session, for the February sessions we made the
penalties also retroactive for some number of periods.
Again, we varied the penalties for products 1 through
4 and held the penalties constant for products 5
through 8. In one session, we imposed multiperiod
penalties on MAP violations for products 1 through 4.
In two other sessions, we removed price restrictions
for either products 1 through 4 or for only products 1
and 4 (product 1 [or product 4, its life-cycle replace-
ment] has the largest market share). We ran 20 periods
in one session, eight in a second session, and 12 in a
third session.
The September sessions (Table 5) differed with respect

to the penalty for aMAPviolation for products 1 through
4with the violation penalty for products 5 through 8 kept
constant across sessions. In the February sessions (Table
6), we imposed the restriction that a retailer could ad-
vertise at most two products in any one period.
Before moving to our analysis, we caution against

imputing statistical significance to our results because
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September (1) September (2) and (3) September (4)

Product Penalty Penalty Penalty

1 Pulled 4 periods ad funds 12 periods ad funds
2 Pulled 4 periods ad funds 12 periods ad funds
3 Pulled 4 periods ad funds 12 periods ad funds
4 Pulled 4 periods ad funds 12 periods ad funds
5 4 periods ad funds 4 periods ad funds 4 periods ad funds
6 Current period ad expense Current period ad expense Current period ad expense
7 Current period ad expense Current period ad expense Current period ad expense
8 4 periods ad funds 4 periods ad funds 4 periods ad funds

Table 2: There were four types of treatments in our September experiments. They differed in the MAP violation
penalties for products 1 through 4, which represent Hewlett-Packard products. (2) and (3) also differed in the
number of products to which the penalties applied. In (3), if the advertised-price restriction is violated for any
of products 1 through 4, the MAP violation penalty applies to all of these products.

February (1) February (2) February (3)

Product Penalty Penalty Penalty

1 3% � 3%* No penalty No penalty
2 3% � 3% No penalty 3% � 3%
3 3% � 3% No penalty 3% � 3%
4 3% � 3% No penalty No penalty
5 4 periods ad funds, starting this period 4 periods ad funds, starting this period 4 periods ad funds, starting this period
6 Current period ad expense Current period ad expense Current period ad expense
7 Current period ad expense Current period ad expense Current period ad expense
8 4 periods ad funds, starting this period 4 periods ad funds, starting this period 4 periods ad funds, starting this period

Table 3: There were three types of treatments in our February experiments. They differed in the MAP violation
penalties for products 1 through 4, which represent Hewlett-Packard products. 3% � 3% means lose three
percent of net shipment value for the past four periods plus three percent of revenue for the current period and
the next three periods.

of the interdependence of the observations in each ses-
sion. Individual sessions varied considerably, further
weakening statistical comparisons. Nevertheless, we
see some patterns in the data.
The overall market share of the control products

was only slightly reduced by having less severeMAP
violation penalties for these products. In both sets of
sessions, a comparison of the harsher penalties with
aggregated gentler penalties shows that the control-
product market share is about 10 percent higher with
the more severe penalties. While this small differ-
ence may seem surprising, it may be the result of a
correlation between the pricing of the control prod-
ucts and the other products in any one session. Thus,

HP does better with harsher penalties but only
slightly.
In both September and February, we found that re-

tailer margins were higher with the more severe pen-
alty. This was true for both sets of products even
though we held the penalties for the noncontrol prod-
ucts constant across treatments. This finding suggests
that the retailers’ pricing decisions for all goods are
sensitive to the nature of the penalties for violating
MAP on the control products.
In September, the average margins were about 20

percent higher when a violation led to products being
permanently pulled from the retailer (for reference, we
set the price restrictions so that the average margin at
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Choose Observe The action affects

Number of units to order Approximate number of customers
Current inventory position
Buying prices (past service-level)
Past selling prices

Stock available later
Service levels

Advertising Advertising budget offered
Approximate number of customers
Current inventory position
Buying prices (past service-level)
Past selling prices

Later demand

Selling prices Approximate number of customers
Current inventory position
Competitors’ last period prices

Prices charged customers
Current period demand

Number of units to return Demand
Stock remaining

Stocking levels
Service levels

Table 4: The participants made several decisions and observations in the course of the experiment. These
variables were summarized and printed on reference sheets, which were handed out to participants during the
experiments.

Control products (1–4) Other products (5–8)

MAP violation penalty (products 1–4) Average margin HP share of market Average margin HP share of market

Lose 4 periods ad funds 0.10 (0.02) 55% 0.16 (0.03) 45%
Lose 4 periods ad funds (linked) 0.11 (0.04) 55% 0.16 (0.03) 45%
Lose 12 periods ad funds 0.08 (0.04) 41% 0.11 (0.03) 59%
Aggregated ad funds penalties 0.10 (0.03) 50% 0.14 (0.04) 50%
Pull the product 0.12 (0.01) 54%

Table 5: In the September experiments, the pull-the-product penalty was the most effective with the highest
margin observed compared to the ad-funds penalties.

Control products (1–4) Other products (5–8)

MAP violation penalty (products 1–4) Average margin HP share of market Average margin HP share of market

No MAP, products 1–4 0.03 (0.01) 56% 0.06 (0.03) 44%
No MAP, products 1&4 0.00 (0.09) 49% 0.04 (0.10) 51%
Aggregated no MAP 0.02 (0.06) 53% 0.05 (0.07) 47%
Backward/forward penalty (3% � 3%) 0.11 (0.04) 59% 0.14 (0.05) 41%

Table 6: In the February experiments, we found the new 3% � 3% penalty to be as effective as the previously
tested (September experiments) penalties. It also maintained substantially higher margins and market share
compared to scenarios to which it was not applied.
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Figure 2: The September experiments showed that retailer margins for
other products are higher with the pull-product penalty (black) than with
the ad-funds penalties (white).

Figure 1: The September experiments showed that retailer margins for
the control products are higher with the pull-product penalty (black) than
with the ad-funds penalties (white).

Figure 4: The February experiments showed that retailer margins are sub-
stantially higher for the other products with MAP penalties (black) than
without MAP penalties (white).

Figure 3: The February experiments showed that retailer margins are sub-
stantially higher for the control products with MAP penalties (black) than
without MAP penalties (white).

the restricted price was 10 to 13 percent for the control
products (Figure 1) and 17 to 20 percent for the other
products (Figure 2)). If we were to assume the inde-
pendence of each observation, this differencewould be
statistically significant at p � 0.04 (one-tailed test).
The margins were always lower for retailers when

the penalty for violating a control-product MAP was
only temporary. Even though the penalties vary only

for the control products, this is true for all 14
comparisons.
The difference in margins was even more pro-

nounced in the February sessions (Figures 3 and 4).
The margin with MAP is significantly higher than the
margin for the combined sessions without MAP at p
� 0.002 (one-tailed test).
It is apparent that the margin for individual retailers

on all products is robustly higher with strict penalties
for MAP violations.
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In the September sessions, we used an exclusively
forward-looking violation. We observed a pattern in
the violation rate over time: close to the end of the
experiment, every retailer violates MAP substantially
more. A forward-looking penalty should (and did)
have diminishing effectiveness as a product ap-
proaches the end of its life cycle (Figure 5).
We see a positive time trend in the number of vio-

lations per period, as there are more violations as the
end of the life cycle approaches. In the February ses-
sions, we introduced a violation penalty with a retro-
active component.
We found that the frequency of violations was re-

lated to the form of MAP imposed. We also found that
retailers (particularly mid-sized retailers) did not fare
as well without MAP, as their margins were distinctly
smaller; interestingly, removing the MAP on some
products affects the margins for both those products
and for the others. This calibration suggests that equi-
librium prices may well be below the price floor. Based
on our results, HP felt it would be best to continue
some form of MAP.
Wewere also able to detect weaknesses in the design

and enforcement of several advertised-price policies;
this led HP to revise the policies it implemented. For
example, retailers may carry several different HP
products. One proposed enforcement policy would
link these products, so that a violation on any individ-
ual product would trigger penalties on all of them.
When we tested this policy, we found that retailers
who decided to violate theMAP on one product would
often violate the MAP on all the linked products. As a
result, HP decided not to implement a linked-product
MAP design.
In addition, in our first set of sessions, we identified

a problem with respect to MAP and product life cycle.
Initially, we tied MAP penalties to future shipments
and future market-development funds for the product
at issue. However, we found that the violation rate in-
creased toward the end of the life of a product. Retail-
ers correctly perceived that forward-looking penalties
would have little effect late in a product’s life. Because
of this, HP decided to adopt a completely different en-
forcement policy, which we validated in our second
set of sessions (Figure 6). This new policy is retroactive
as well as forward looking, so that retailers cannot

Figure 5: MAP violations per period in the September experiments showed an upward trend under both the pull-
products penalty (dashed line) and the ad-funds penalties (solid line). T represents the final period of a session,
T-1 the penultimate period, and so forth.
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escape penalties even if they violate MAP at the end
of a product’s life.

Discussion
Our aim in this research was to examine the effect of
various penalties for violating MAPs on retailer be-
havior and on HP’s market share. Retailer margins ap-
pear to be inversely related to the severity of the pen-
alties for violating MAPs. Changing the penalties for
the control products seemed to have only modest ef-
fects on their market share. We learned that a penalty
that links products has a serious flaw, and HP decided
not to use such penalties. We also found that purely
forward-looking penalties led to a pattern of increasing
violations as products approached the ends of their life
cycles and that including a retroactive component in
the penalties seemed to be effective in reducing or
eliminating this effect. HP has subsequently developed

a new design based on these results, introducing
backward-looking penalties to counter the life-cycle ef-
fect and eliminating linked-product penalties.
Our study has many limitations, and our method-

ology is still evolving. We learned some lessons that
might be useful to others who wish to apply experi-
mental methods in industrial applications. A firmmay
wish to match its business environment as closely as
possible in an experiment, but doing so may require a
design that is too complex for conventional analysis.
In practice, the researcher and the industrial clientmay
need to negotiate the details of the experiment.
In addition, complex experiments may take a long

time to run; we found that recruiting participants for
our longer sessions was difficult. We recommend that
prospective experimenters keep recruiting issues in
mind. Streamlining the decision path should be help-
ful. We are working on new interface functionality,
which should reduce the time needed for a session and

Figure 6: The MAP violations per period in the February experiments no longer showed an upward trend under
either the pull-products penalty (dashed line) or the ad-funds penalties (solid line). Here we see no real time
trend. This approach seems to have been effective in reducing the violation rate near the end of a session or
life cycle.
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may ameliorate the recruiting problem. Our design can
accommodate a variety of retailer types, an important
factor given the changing markets for technology
products.
The experimental approach seems promising for

business enterprises wishing to evaluate the effects of
policy changes, even in complexmarket environments.
Sometimes even a limited examination of potential
strategies is useful and can produce surprising divi-
dends. Our associates in the Hewlett-Packard product
divisions recognized the value of our experimental
results for making business decisions and setting
policies.
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Fereydoon Safai, Project Manager, Decision Tech-
nology Department, Software Technology Laboratory,
Hewlett-Packard Labs, PO Box 10301, Palo Alto, CA
94303-0890, writes: “The work described in the paper
has been transferred to and adopted by the Consumer
Product Organization of Hewlett-Packard. Major pol-
icy decisions were made based on the information pro-
vided by Dr. Chen’s and Dr. Charness’s research. Jacky
Churchill, Vice President and General Manager at the
time of the research, wrote in an internal memo, ‘The
beauty of the model is its ability to allow us to “test”
a number of different variations, and see the effects,
without creating a “disturbance” in the marketplace.’
In the past year or so, this research has also expanded
to cover other policy areas and has provided substan-
tial value to the Consumer Product Organization on
many occasions.”


